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Your road network can handle a lot, but without your oversight it will grind to a halt and drown in traffic eventually. Build highways, roundabouts, and multi lane roads to
ensure the production heart of the city keeps beating. Available on Steam About the Game Company Ludia Games (Wondershare: is a company founded in 2009 and
headquartered in Santa Barbara, California, by a group of friends. The company has released the award-winning InfraSpace: Space Settlers is a city-building game in which
you have to manage the essential processes of a space city, from the research labs to the factory floor, not just to ensure its economic sustainability but to also comply with
a strong and realistic science fiction aesthetic. Play as a single player or in multiplayer mode and manage your space city by designing power and infrastructure assets, such
as refineries, orbital and terrestrial factories, and launchpads, to build your city and produce your resources from raw materials. Spacesuits in infraSpace are heavy and
expensive. Make sure your crew members are both comfortable and ready to go! The Resource System At first, the player can only produce a few basic resources: carbon,
iron, gold, silicon, and sulfur. Carbon and gold are the most important, as they are needed for most of the game's technological advances. Every time a resource is produced,
it goes through a random process of fermentation, refining, mixing, and brewing, and subsequently becomes usable for use on a space ship. In order to produce more
resources, the player has to build factories that produce them. Only when the player has a sufficient amount of resources to build can they start building satellites and
develop the space city and its economy. The Game UI Crafting the Infinite SpaceCity You cannot build everything in space. You will need a habitable space on Earth, and you
will have to build ground factories as well, like pizza ovens, solar panels, and rocket production. Buy your resources from Earth first and send these to your space factories in
orbit. The game will track where you sent your resources, which allows for an easy inspection of the production chains. Research You can only get resources from Earth at
the Earth's surface and space at its surface. It is essential to research technologies

Features Key:
Updated Gameplay
Added Soundtrack
Added a new level "Genji's Back" (Jakiechos's long time dream)

How to install: 

1. Install WAD file then WADskin. 

2. As original game, Select Game Title. You can select the data file of the original game. there are 3 format for the data file, lzx (lzx sound, can't have). lzx2(lzx+ltra sound, can't have). and ogg (only lzx format, supports well). 

3. To read the wad file, pre-set add "S" to first file name. There will be reason for "S" later.

You can use a zipped or folder to save data, when you save the data, you can pre-set add "S" to the name for save later.

Original Game data file as a standard, after read, save it by NFO editor, later can be change some data and it will be restored by the game.

Or you can read the data by use of Game Data Editor

After read the file, set your own data. 

Set the values if necessary. 

It also is an excellent way to make your own roms. 

You can pre-set the resolution of the sd card 8192x4320. 

As for the sound, you can format in as lzx2 or ogg. To set the volume of sound you have to set the real_vol. 

If you want to use the OGG format, you can load the atmosphere into it when you play the game.

Contact Developer:

This Game Breaker Devs will help you to solve problems of pac-man and or the game code. 
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System Requirements For Kingdom Two Crowns:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP3/Windows Vista SP2 Processor: Pentium III 500MHz or higher Memory: 128MB RAM Hard Drive: 100MB Graphics: 256MB video card Sound: DirectX
8.1-compatible sound card DirectX: DirectX 9.0c Network: Broadband Internet connection Additional Notes: See below Recommended: Processor: Athlon 64 3000+ Memory: 256
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